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#SikesSitln: SIX DAYS /ATER
Clements visits protesters,Jacks addresses runwrs
ofrevoking sorority's charter
News Editor

"I think one of the things
that you will see this week is

Sunday marked the fifth day
that students occupied Sikes Hall
in protest of the administration's
perceived inaction on a list of
demands and grievances from
January 2015.
With several tents co his
right, a makeshift pantry to his left
and car horns in the background,
President Jim Clements talked
with protesters Sunday at the Sikes
sit-in.
Ph.D. srudent and one of
the Clemson Five AD. Carson
filmed as srudents voiced their
concerns to Clements, who was
joined by his daughter Grace
Clements and Interim Chief
Diversity Officer Max Allen.
Carson said that the protesters
appreciated Clements' presence
and expressed their frustration
with the administration.
"We're not hearing anything
diffuent than what was said
previous to our being out here,"
Carson said. "And so I think that it
would be helpful for folks to know
what's different now than six days
ago."
President Clements said
Carson's question was a good one.

we'll have a series of meetings
and discussions set up," he said.
''What I'm asking for . . . is give
me thoughts and ideas. We can
talk about some of the things
we're doing. We can talk about
some of the things we're going
todo."
La
Portia
Sophomore
Perkins, who wanted to go
to Clemson since the seventh
grade, was concerned about
immediate action.
"But is there anything
physical today or even tomorrow
morning that could be presented
to us that we can read or we can
divulge?" she asked. "I feel like
there's [sic] no specifics."
Carson echoed Perkins by
asking, "What's different now
than before?"
Clements said that he
liked the protesters' request
for a timeline, specifics and
actionable items. "That's part of
our strategic plan, so if you read
Clemson Forward, diversity and
inclusive excellence are a critical
piece of that strategic plan;'
Clements said.
Sophomore Erica Brown
visited protesters on Thursday

Justin Lee Campbell

night. 'Tm confused about both the Board of Trustees in January co protesters by Chief of Staff
When someone from the
stances," Brown said.
of 2015. Two of the demands Max Allen, VP of Srndent Aflairs
crowd asked if administration was
Clemson Forward is the are increasing "the percentage Almeda Jacks and Provost Bob "threatening to deny graduation''
university's strategic plan of of people of color in faculty and Jones. The organizers read _over co srudents who occupied Sikes,
goals for 2020. In the section administration'' and more funding and discussed the letter. After 30 Jacks said that an arrest would lead
"Llving," two goals are increasing for
organizations
primarily minutes, Jacks asked srndents to
to an OCES referral and criminal
diversity and fostering diversity, comprised of underrepresented exit Sikes by 5:30 p.m., when the
charges through CUPD.
inclusion and respect on campus. groups.
building dosed.
"Could you be suspended
Percent of African-American
The statement also references
"I hate to say this, but we from school?" Jacks asked. "Yes,
students, faculty and staff is one of the Task Force on the History of will probably make you leave, you could be expelled. Yes, you
could get probation."
the metrics.
Clemson's decision to not consider which would mean that . . . you
Brown visited protesters renaming Tillman Hall. One of might be arrested and you would
After the doors were closed
on Thursday night. "I talked the Task Force's recommendations go through the judicial process and locked, five srudents remained
to a couple of protesters and
was the placing of historical at [the Office of Community in Sikes: Ian Anderson, AD.
went to the website, and I'm still markers around campus, like the and Ethical Standardsl . . . with Carson, Darien Jamal Smith,
confused as to what they want," one that broke ground Tuesday.
a srndent violation," Jacks said.
Rae-Nessha White and Khayla
Brown said.
The markers were included Jacks added, "We want you Williams.
First year graduate srudent in a letter from Clements delivered to graduate."
See SIKES on A2
Chad Richardson said he
initially didn't suppon the march
because it brought too much
attention to a small racist act.
Then Clements' statement made
him angry. "I was disappointed
with what administrators were
saying to what srndents were
asking,"
Richardson
said,
commenting on what he felt
to be a disconnect between the
administration and srudents.
In a statement read at Sikes
on Wednesday following the
march from Fort Hill, protesters
referenced alist ~fsixdemands that Top: Over 200 supeorten sat on Sikes' steps after the Oemson 5 exited the building. Bottom: Profes.wrs
were presented to Clements and May and Kumanyika (fur right) d.i.scms the possibility ofarrest with studen1s in Sikes on Thursday.

Interns work with 4th Graders to write
'
book, encourage communication skills
description of the career, the
salary for said career and even
what they would to do if they
"You are stuck in got sick. Occupations ranged
the desert in the middle of from a Women's National
nowhere. You see a helicopter Basketball Association coach
going towards you. He lands to a robotics engineer.
near you and yells 'gee in,' and
Derek said chat he wanted
you're finally home. You don't to be a pilot. "There are special
know who he is because he is benefits like meeting famous
a pilot."
people or making a positive
Derek Tanner is a fourth difference in someone's life,"
grader in Laura Heffington's
narrates Derek in his page
fourth grade class located titled "Life in the Clouds." "I
in Anderson's Cartersville will also get to make people
Elementary School. Derek is happy because they get to go
one of the 24 students from his to their destination . . . . I also
class working with the Clemson like that airplanes have a lot of
University student interns buttons so I can press them."
from the Pearce Center for ·
According to Ashley
Professional Communication.
Cowden Fisk, the assistant
The
interns
visited director of the Pearce Center,
the fourth graders twice to the main mission of the
compose and publish a book Center is to promote effective
titled "What Will I Be?" in communication as an integral
which each student wrote part of the learning process.
a small essay on what they The book is an attempt to
wanted to be in their future promote the importance of
career. Each page included this communication at an early
a hand-drawn picture, a grade level.
Tessa Schwarze

Senior Staff Writer
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"The
Pearce
Center
recognizes chat students who
fail to develop a passion for
reading and writing at a
young age are less likely to
succeed in their education,"
Fisk said. "The goal of this
project is to inspire the
Centerville
Elementary
students to develop a love of
both reading and writing, as
well as to enable students to
recognize
their unlimited
career potential."
Fisk also noted chat this
project is just as an important
reflection of the university,
saying, "Many times the
surrounding community sees
Clemson University as the
place where the Tiger Football
team
plays ....this
project
shows 4th graders chat college
students care about chem and
want to help chem think about
their future goals. It also allows
Pearce interns the opportunity
to use the skills they have
developed at Clemson to give
back to someone else."

C,

Pearce Center intern
and senior marketing major
Beth Winship agreed that the
program was just as rewarding
for her as it was for the fourth
graders. "I hope chat we have
been able co influence Mrs.
Heffingcon's class as strong
role models so chat each
student feels encouraged to
achieve their dreams and excel
in their education, beginning
by developing strong writing
skills," she said.
Although "What Will
I Be?" is already published
through blurb, interns will
revisit Cartersville Elementary
School today to host a book
release party. Each student will
receive a copy of the book.
Fisk mentioned chat she
hoped
they repeat
this
"The
process next year.
Pearce Center would love
to do one book a year,"
said Fisk. "This project
has been so rewarding for
both my interns and the
elementary students."
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SHARK WEEK:
2nd annual musicfestival and
blood drive begins Monday
Charlotte Long

Contributor
It's Shark Week-but
this time Discovery Channel
has nothing to do with it.
Clemson's own student-run
radio station, WSBF-FM, is
throwing its annual Shark
Week event, featuring a Pledge
Drive and Music Festival.
According to WSBF's
Twitter account, chis event is
a call to the Clemson family
to help ensure its future as a
radio station. Due to budget
cuts, and what WSBF calls
an "aging FM transmitter,"
community support is the only
way their station will survive.
"WSBF is the upstace's number
one student-run source for
alternative media & news and
we especially love playing the
best music you've never heard,
but we cannot do it without

First Copy Free

your help!" said WSBF on
their Twitter page.
Jordyn
Schirippa,
a
sophomore
communication
studies major, expressed her
love for the unique music
WSBF plays, saying, "I love
music chat isn't very 'popular'
because I feel like music loses
some of its uniqueness when
it's overplayed. Also, I feel like
everything on mainstream radio
sounds the same and music on
a local station tend to be more
original." Other students who
share a love for unique music
have the opportunity to help
WSBF continue providing
great entertainment co the
Clemson community.
This year's Shark Week
is not only on-campus, but
has expanded to off-campus
locations. Events will take
place in locations such as CU

See SHARK on A2
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Sitting down with the Clemson5
Interviews by Saavon Smalls, Associate Editor & Justin Lee Campbell, News Editor

Rae-Nessha WMe

Ian Anderson

A.O. Carson

Darien Jamal Sm~h

Khayla Williams

On Thursday,five students were arrestedfor occupying Sikes Hall afier the building was closed at 5:30 p.m.
The Tiger talked to the Clemson Five:
The Tiger News (TTN): Why
did you stay inside Sikes?
Rae-Nessha White (RW) : Why
not?
I wasn't doing it for me; I
was sacrificing for others. I was at
peace with the decision I made.

TTN: What is your overall
impression of the sit-in?
"I think we're here for the right
reasons and with the right purpose,
and I think we're doing what we
need to do, and we're where we're
supposed to be.
A university should be
ashamed of itself when srudents
have to choose between academics
and social justice.

TTN: What do you like to do
for fun?
"I spend a lot of my time
writing and spending time with
my family."

TTN: Why did you stay inside
Sikes?

TTN: Why did you stay inside
Sikes?

TTN: Why did you stay inside
Sikes?

Ian Anderson (IA) : I saw so many
people have these transformative
experiences with other people. I
would bring someone in, and I'd
watch them come and sit down and
start talking ... Some have broken
down in tears ••• I don't have a reason
that I could have ever not stayed ... "

Darien Jamal Smith (DS): Just
by the definition of protesting,
it's not necessarily asking for
permission to protest. I knew
the consequences that could've come
and that possibly were coming, and
.. . I decided to continue the protest."

AD. Carson (AC): Because the
purpose was to stay here until there
was a response, and there wasn't. And
so we committed to the cause. It was
important to note that that wasn't my
own individual action. That's about
the group.

TTN: What is your ~
impression of the sit-in?
DS: There's just this huge sense

TTN: What is your

TTN: What is your

~

impression ofthe sit-in?
IA: Everything here is going on
as a way to fight inequality ...
and inequity and to show that
we want change . . . We want real
action from the university. And it is
not just the incident with the bananas,
but it is continued incidents.

of community out here that I've
never seen replicated anywhere
we're having
at dernson
really
intense
dialogues
and conversations with each other ..."

TTN: What do you like to do for

fun?
TTN: What do you like to do for
fun?
IA: I bike around here a lot ... I'm
really into mountain-biking and
road-biking ... I'll be the next music
director for WSBF.

DS: I really like sitting outside,
my
headphones
putting on
and listening to some music and
then just reading a book. That's
a really calming thing for
me to do."

~

impression ofthe sit-in?
AC: I think that folks who haven't
come out here need to know that
it's been an extremdy diverse place,
and it's been really peaceful, and it's
been really, really beautiful that so
many folks have been able to meet
people that they never previously had
opportunities [to meet] or even in a
lot ofways presume they had nothing
to talk about, and now they're sitting
down and having conversations.

TTN: What do you like to do for
fun?
AC: Fun. That's a concept. I write
poetry and make music.

Khayla Williams was unavailable
for interview for this article due
to extenuating circumstances.
Below are quotes that she
gave in another interview and
the meeting with the Dean of
Students' office Wednesday.
April 14, 2016 (before arrest}:
KW: We're here to see change
. . . I'm really out here because
administration has been sitting in
their office so we decided it's time
to come sit in their offices with
them, at least in the building of
their offices. And let them know
that we're not going anywhere until
you really do the job that you're
paid to do. And that's listening to
us, making this campus better for
all of us.
April 12, 2016 (Hendrix Ballroom):
KW: "Historically, one of the
names that Africans were called
to diminish their self-worth was
monkey...and to see a emblem
on a monument of sorts that was
disrespectful."

SIKES from Al
For
almost
hours,
two
approximardy two hundred
supporters waited for protesters
to exit.
At 6 p.m., sophomore
Sherman Jones said, "The
demson Five represents all of us."
Fifieen minutes later, Jones started
the chant, ''We are the Oernson
Five! The Clemson Five are us!"
The Oemson Five were
arrested inside Sikes for "refusing
to leave a certain public premises
during hours when they are
regularly closed," according to a
police report. After exiting Sikes
with no handcuffi or police escort
at 7 p.m., The Clemson Five
and supporters marched back to
the steps of Sikes. Carson led the
protesters in a chant: "We must
love each other and support each
other! We have nothing to lose but
our chains!"

Since Thursday, several
people visited the Sikes sit-in
protesters, including football
players, National President of
the Sierra Oub Aaron Mair,
Lambda Theta Phi Latin
Fraternity, Inc. and Pickens
County NMCP President Sheila
Crawford. Almeda Jacks stopped
by Sikes Sunday afternoon to
talk to students.
Rumors began circulating
Friday night that administration
threatened to de-charter the Ddta
Phi Lambda and Zeta Phi Beta
sororities if they gave their new
member presentations at Sikes.
Jacks said that the sororities
expected 500 people to show
up, which would be a "life safety
issue," and CUPD would have to
close off the streets. Associate VP
of Srudent .Affairs Chris Miller
said they the venue needed to be

changed, according to Jacks.
"If[the venue is not changed]
. . . you'd have to go through
OCES," Jacks said. "You may be
put on probation .. .whatever the
student organiz.ations do, as much
as revoking a charter, if we had
to, but surdy we won't get that
far." Jacks said the decision did
not have to do with not wanting
the presentations to be at the
Sikes sit-in.
Sophomore Katie Hilton
filled out the request form for
space. 'There was never 500 to
700 people put on anything,"
Hilton said to Jacks.
Jacks said that she would talk
to Miller and others who handled
the forms, adding, "Shame on us,
if you only expected I 00 people
here, and we got word that there
was 500 to 700 that were going to
be here."

Ti

Vice President ofStudent.Aflairs Ahneda Jacks explains consequences fur not ewamariog Sikes at 5:30 p.m.

#SikesSitln: Students take to social tnedia
Paul Muad Dib

Foll~

1

@c itch· tweetdown I stop ped by yesterday. The
Beloved Community in action. As a Clemson
alum, it made me proud . HSikesSitln •

So have they started lynching
protestors yet?

tllesun

O

~

Soooo Clemson administration threatened to decharter Zeta Phi Beta if they held their public
probate in front of Sikes ... #Wheri:,ArP-hf y '-·

I

I would have expelled all of
them by now. What gives them
the right to start demanding
clemson do all these things?
Sounds like terrorism to me

V

Information compiled by Rowan Lynam

Savannah N. Miller
Photo Editor
It's
pretty
amazing
endurance
athletes
that
soccer,
basketball
like
and
volleyball
players
can paruc1pate in such
demanding physical contests
for hours at a time. In fact,
it was recently proposed
that high endurance athletes
might have a shared genetic
component that allows them
to perform more effectively
than the average person. A
study called GENATHLETE
was
recently
published
in PLoS ONE that took
DNA samples from athletes
of
different
countries
and
tested
them
for
genomic similarities.
Rankinen and colleagues
that
there
hypothesized
would be a number of similar
alleles, or alternative forms of
genes, connecting the athletes
genetically,
thus
g1vmg
them increased endurance

.1

during competmon. In this
study, over I 520 male elite
endurance athletes from
all over the world, about
69 percent of whom had
previously
competed
at
world championships and
the Olympic games, were
sampled and compared with
2760 non-athletes of similar
ethnicities and countries of
origin. Commercial DNA
extraction kits were used to
extract genomic DNA from
the subjects' blood samples
for
this
genome-wide
association study (GWAS).
The
samples
were
tested for single nucleotide
polymorphisms, or SNPs,
which are regions of the
DNA in which genetic
vananon is detected. A
certain amount of genetic
variation is expected from
person to person, so specific
SNPs in areas that are known
to transcribe cardiometabolic
traits were compared between
athletes and controls. There

SHARK from Al
underground, the Botanical
Gardens, Kung FU Cantina
and the CU amphitheater
while
showcasing
music
advertised as the best hidden
talent in the area.
"The beauty of Shark
Week is that there's something
for everyone" said Jessica
Martin,
Shark
Week's
promotions manager. Martin's
is
reinforced
comment
by the festival's schedule,
which
features
multiple
Hip
genres,
including
Hop, Electronic, Folk and
Indie Rock.
'Tm most excited to see

Auspice perform on Friday.
This is the first time that
Atlanta native pop-punk band
is going on tour, and we are
lucky enough to host them,"
said Martin, adding that she
was happy to have a band here
at Shark Week that she plays
on "It's Not A Phase, Mom,"
her pop-punk radio show.
All events are free with a
cash or blood donation, which
can be made at the blood drive
from IO a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Horseshoe. To check out the
#WSBFSharkWeek schedule
and make a donation, go to
http://wsb£net/ donate.

was statistically significant
evidence of shared genetics
associated with the high
endurance athletes in only
a few SNPs, which is not
enough data to support the
study's original hypothesis .
Thus, It was determined
that athletes actually do not
share a common genetic
component connected to
cardiorespiratory fitness.
Dr. Leigh Clark at
Clemson University has used
related techniques in her
own lab to determine genetic
similarities in dogs: "GWAS
is a powerful tool for the
identification of genomic
regions that influence a trait.
In my laboratory, we use
GWAS to identify genes that
cause disease in purebred
dogs. With this approach, we
have used fewer than 20 dogs
to locate genes underlying
simple diseases. In this case,
the authors are using GWAS
to uncover genes that are
involved in a complex trait:

endurance. Unlike dogs,
human populations have
great genetic diversity, so
even with over 4000 subjects,
the study was underpowered
and not able to reveal genetic
variants common to elite
endurance athletes."
Despite the lack of
statistical significance, the
implications of this study do
not rule out the possibility ofa
connection between genetics
and cardiorespiratory ability.
There have been many
trends
observed
among
elite athletes already; for
example, the pelvic bones
of world-class sprinters are
narrower than the average
person's.
This
particular
study was small, and there
is huge potential for future
studies to be conducted in
this field. There certainly
may be a link between elite
endurance athletes and the
genetics behind enhanced
cardiorespiratory fitness, but
it has not yet been identified.
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Contributor
The
#SikesSitln
is
a
peaceful
protest
that
exemplifies
all
that
its
protestors are asking for. The
steps of Sikes have turned into
our new Gantt Political and
Multicultural Center, holding
open dialogues and cultural
activities in a space that helps
people ofdiffering backgrounds

The Clewison f awiily exists

managing .thetigernews@ gmail.com

our
communication
and
in
our
views.
and
President
Clements
his
administration
will
be having dialogues on
these issues this week, but
there are already dialogues
happening on the steps of
Sikes. There, the Clemson
Family exists. You can JOm
in on these dialogues and
understand what it means
to belong to said family; it

thetigernewsl@gmail.com

come together to learn about
and support one another.
Our current center is not
well-known, and neither are
the issues surrounding this
sit-in. This protest is not
just about bananas, and
that's the problem.
Protestors are asking
for a necessary change in
the way that diversity is
treated on campus, in our
recruiting
practices,
in

NEWS
him. What will the protestors
and supporters do? All
that
is
within
their
power in order to enact
necessary change.
Learn
more
about
#SeetheStripes
and
the
protesters' grievances before
joining
the
discussion.
Find information at http://
seestripescu.org/ and through
their Facebook page, The
Stripes: Clemson University.

means living in an accepting,
concerned,
inclusive,
informed, forward-thinking
One
that
community.
does #SeetheStripes.
You can join the peaceful
protest at Sikes Hall. You
can
support
protestors
on social media. You can
JOln
campus
dialogues.
What will you do? That's up
ro you. What will President
Clements do? That's up to
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Clemson family's drunk, racist uncle:
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Sports Editor
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A response to last week's banner defacement

CAROLINE FRITZE

Sports Layout Editor
NEALE MADDEN

Trevor Seigler

Columnist
I was not surprised by
Monday's banner defacement,
to be completely honest. If I
was surprised about anything
to do with it, it was that it took
this long in the semester for
a racial incident to manifest.
During all of my time here at
Clemson, first as an undergrad
a decade ago and now these past
two years as a graduate student,
I have witnessed incidents that
speak to the nature of bigotry
and hatred which persist not
just here on campus, but in our
nation at large. The counter
protest to #BlackLivesMatter is
#AllLivesMatter, but the more I
see ofincidents like the bananas
on the banner, the more I realize
that no one actually believes

that all lives indeed matter.
mentally challenged? People
No, we'd rather get on who are depressed or bi-polar?
our tearns, in our factions, · Why not throw redheads into
our white people and our the mix?
The "Clemson family"
black people and our brown
people and our yellow and so concept is a fallacious one,
on and so forth. We'd rather couched in public relations
point out our differences, how speak to avoid the "unfortunate"
we're not like "those people" use of derogatory terms that
because really, who wants that? shouldn't be put in print.
But here's the thing:
And you have your Jews, your
Muslims, your Christians, your When you boil all those labels
Buddhists, your atheists and so down to their bare essence, to
on. Let's not leave out the gays, the absolute root item that
or the lesbians or the bisexuals. defines them, it's alarmingly
Transgender people . . . what the same two-word phrase:
do we do with that? Confusion "human being."
We are all human beings,
reigns supreme! One columnist
doesn't feel safe in the no matter what we say we are.
The language of genocide,
bathroom anymore!
I feel like I'm forgetting of slavery and subjugation,
oh yes, the demands that we see the
someone
handicapped or physically differences. It demands that
disabled. How about the we see our human "family" as

Sit sti([, (ook yretty
Myra Hutto
Asst. TimeOut Editor
At Clemson I have had moments
where I've questioned why I've come to
a university to study and have ambitions
when most men want a woman who is
going to sit still and look pretty, which
is not me.
Men have dreams of the nine-to
five with a picket fence and a trophy
wife, and women have been raised
to wake up, put on makeup and play
dumb. I have been told and groomed
since I was young to be a woman who
listens to her man and puts children
and housework before a career. But not
all of us want to be the puppet that a
man is playing on a string, and some
queens don't need a king.
Most fairy tales women have grown
up with have been about princesses
waiting on their prince charming, but
Snow White was the one who taught us
how life can be different.
She built herself a home, with
seven men willing to lend a hand. I
am not saying men should have to do
everything, but it shouldn't be expected
for women to stay at home with
the children.
We have evolved politically
and technologically, but we have not
evolved completely with equality.
I had an experience freshman
year when I was going on a date with
someone. In casual conversation he
asked me what my major was, and I told
him enthusiastically how I had dreams
of being a speech pathologist and
helping special needs children. Instead
of being impressed by my striving for
greatness, he was disappointed. He was
disappointed because he wasn't looking
for a career-driven woman who wanted

'I

to do more than live in a white house
with a picket fence and take care of
his children while putting supper on
the table.
Needless to say, it was the longest
and most passive aggressive date I have
ever been on, and I even paid for my
food to show him how I was not going
to classify this as a date in my book.
It's honestly disheartening to think
about how men are looking for three
characteristics in a wife: domesticated,
submissive and pretty.
Men cannot be completely blamed
for their dreams of a trophy wife
because society continues to allow them
to do so.
Women get paid less than
men, some jobs are still considered
jobs unsuitable for women and
we have allowed this to continue.
Women do as well as men or better.
Their work is not any more enhanced
than a woman's.
Men are not more knowledgeable
than women, so why can't men take
women seriously? A woman can be a
sports editor at a newspaper just like
a man can be a stay-at-home dad and
take the children to soccer practice.
Society doesn't have to have gender
based careers because women can do
anything men can do. We have seen this
time and time again. Although Hillary
Clinton is not the candidate I fully
support, I am silently rooting for her
deep down because maybe if we have a
woman as president, men will begin to
realize women can do more than they
give us credit for.
So, I don't want to sit still and look
pretty. I'm not coming to Clemson to
find a husband. I came to a university
because I have ambitions to become
more than a trophy wife.

having some offshoots that we
don't speak to or speak o( And
we all do it, even those of us
who don't think we do. I've said
racist, sexist, anti-stuff over the
years. I've learned from it, and
I would like to think that I'm a
better person for learning from
my mistakes. But I'll make
more, I'm sure. I am a human
being, afrer all. None of us
are perfect.
The banana incident is
visual rhetoric meant to instill
difference. It goes against the
concept of "Clemson family,"
but it's more accurate of
Clemson and of the nation as
a whole. Language can lead to
Auschwitz. We should be more
aware of what we say, especially
when we think we're not saying
anything offensive. If you're
looking for the drunk, racist

uncle of the "Clemson family,"
it might help to start by looking
in the mirror.
My time at Clemson is
coming to a close, I'll be moving
on to another school, perhaps a
school with as loaded a history
in terms of racial violence
and hatred, but perhaps not.
Wherever I go, I want to leave
this message to the members of
my Clemson family: Be better
than this. Be better than what
has come before you. Don't
allow the labels or the teams you
"belong to" to rob you of the
one essential fact that defines
everything: We're all human
beings, deserving of respect and
consideration. I don't want to
be ashamed of being a member
of this family; make sure that I
have no reason to be. It's up to
you now.

LetteR
A response to
'W1.Jen you gotta go:'
Please do not conflate
bigotry with sexual violence. Just
don't. My name is Megan Fallon,
and I am the interpersonal
violence prevention coordinator
at Clemson. I am an expert
in violence prevention and
have worked in the field for
13 years. Don't confuse your
lack of knowledge on both
sexual violence and the trans*
community with fact.
I am sure the founding
fathers did not take into
consideration
the
trans*
bathroom need, just as they
didn't account for the rights of
slaves, the right to vote for all
people in the U.S. or a whole
bunch of important stuff that
we know they should have taken
into consideration.
Now, on the issue of sexual
assault, I have some corrections
to make. First, there is no
statistical evidence showing that
a trans* person has ever assaulted
anyone in a bathroom
NONE. The mis-information
you published is a way to create
unsubstantiated fear. It also
undermines the experience of
both trans* people and survivors
of sexual assault. According to
the U.S. Department ofJustice's
National Crime Victimization
Study
from
2009-201,
approximately four of five rapes
were committed by someone
known to the victim, not some
stranger in a bathroom.
In my years as an advocate
for victims of sexual assault,
relationship
violence
and

stalking, I have known very
few assaults committed by the
"old man'' narrative given in
the column. If that old man
were to exist, he's going to
assault someone in the restroom
regardless of whether it's gender
inclusive. Most victims I have
worked with were assaulted
by a friend. While it's possible
for anyone to be assaulted
anywhere, the maJonty of
assaults are made by someone
already known to the victim.
The article assumes young
daughters must be protected. I
happen to have one of those and
though my opinion may not
be that of others, I speak from
a place of experience there as
well. It would be far easier for
me, as a mother, if bathrooms
were gender inclusive. Then the
assumption wouldn't be to have
a changing table only in the
woman's restroom because that
must be women's work to change
a diaper. (That's sarcasm.) But to
be clear, the needs of trans* folks
far outweigh my frustration of
gender norms in parenting.
There are so many aspects
of sexual assault that are far
more important to address than
the possibility of being assaulted
by an old man in a bathroom.
I invite you and everyone on
campus to participate and attend
the events related to both Sexual
Assault Awareness Month and
PRIDE week to better educate
yourself on the realities of both
of these issues.

M ~ F"Mft>JV
Interpersonal Violence
Prevention Coordinator
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Tigers) offense better and stronger) look to repeat historic season
Cole Little
Contributor
Considering
the
Clemson Tigers came within
six points of winning the
national title this past season
with
fairly
unheralded
receiving force, the prospects
for garnering a National
Championship victory in
the coming 2016 campaign
seem very promising. That
reasoning is based upon
the sound opinion that the
Tigers are loaded at the
wide receiver position. That
abundance of talent was
put on full display during
the spring.

This spring marked the
return of star senior wideout
Mike Williams, who missed
all but the opening drive
of Clemson's 2015 season
due to a serious neck injury.
Teaming up once more with
the multi-talented Artavis
Scott, the starting-receiving
duo that was supposed to
catalyze Clemson this past
fall showed signs of the
benefits they offer together
in
the
Spring
Game.
Speaking
on
Williams'
return to elite form, co
offensive coordinator Tony
Elliott recently told the
media, "He looks better
than I've ever seen him."

However,
the
receivers
that back up Williams and
Scott are what will make
Clemson's receiving unit
the most dangerous in
the country.
Hunter Renfrow, every
Clemson
fan's
favorite
underdog success
story,
1s expected to build upon
the
momentum
from
his spectacular National
Championship performance
in January. With him in
tow, the Tigers boast three
proven, reliable wideouts.
In addition, the receivers
who are unproven could
very well develop into
stars themselves.

Sophomore
receiver
Deon Cain had his freshman
season impeded by an off
field distraction, but the
highly touted young man,
who could possibly go on
to be recognized as one of
the most talented receivers
in the history of Clemson's
program, should make a
major impact this fall.
Another
sophomore
wideout, Ray-Ray McCloud,
could be the fastest player
on Clemson's team and
boasts all of the raw talent
that Sammy Watkins did as
a Tiger. Expect McCloud
to translate that talent into
on-field production and to

give Watkins' phenomenal
sophomore year a run for its
money this coming season.
Diamond-in-therough
wide
receiver
Trevion
Thompson
is
entering
his
redshirt
sophomore year, and, based
on his laudable showing
throughout spring ball,
he should have a breakout
2016 season.
Redshin
freshman
wideour Shade!! Bell will also
be competing for playing
time in 2016 and should
serve as another valuable
weapon
in
quarterback
Deshaun Watson's arsenal.
There has been a

debate in recent years as to
which program . is the true
"Wide Receiver U," and
while many have questioned
Clemson's widely accepted
status as "Wide Receiver U ,"
the 2016 slate should prove
those doubters wrong. One
of the primary reasons the
Tigers have excelled under
Head Coach Dabo Swinney
is the extraordinary level
of talent his teams have
consistently presented at the
wide receiver position. With
the level of talent this year
at the position appearing
to set a higher bar, expect
the Clemson offense to roar
once more.

CARDINALS
SWEEP TIGERS
Clem,son drops to
8-10 inACC play
Colin Halm
Columnist
The Tigers' woes on
the road continued after
a weekend sweep at the
hands of the Louisville
Cardinals. The Tigers were
outgunned 15-2 on Friday,
7-2 on Saturday and a close
9-8 on Sunday.
Friday's loss was the
worst the Tigers have
suffered so far this year.
Clate
Schmidt
(5-2)
suffered, lasting just two and
a third innings while getting
pounded for five runs on
10 hits, with a walk and
zero strikeouts. Louisville
continued the onslaught
by routing the rest of the
Tiger bullpen, including
Jackson Campana who has
normally played as a fielder
this year, but was called
upon to toe the rubber
in the eighth inning. He
gave up a walk and a single,
which was the 15th run
scored for the Cardinals.
In
an
interesting
move, four Tiger pitchers

combined to pitch only
1.2 innings of the game.
Patrick Andrews came in
to finish out the sixth, bur
he was unable ro do so and
was pulled for Alex Bostic.
Bostic did not record an our
before Paul Campbell came
in to give up six more runs.
By that time the game was
well out of hand.
Clemson was retired
in order in four separate
innings failing to get any
offense whatsoever. The
lineup was largely ineffective
at everything other than
drawing walks, which didn't
help their inability to get
timely hits. Seth Beer was
held hitless for just the
second time this year, but so
was most everybody else.
Saturday was a classic
"different day, same story"
for Clemson. Once again,
they were outhit and
outpitched by the Cardinals.
This time the Tigers' lineup
had plenty of hits, almost
enough to match Louisville,
bur none of them came at

Head Coach Monte Lee (18) gathers with his players during a game at Doug Kingsmore Stadium. The Tigers are 24-12 this season.

the right time.
Clemson put up runs in the
second and fifth innings, but
the Louisville lineup showed
up ready for the Tigers'
pitching, ripping off eight
hits and five runs (three
earned) off of Clemson
starter Charlie Barnes.
Pat Krall finished out
the seventh inning, but not
before giving up three more
hits and a run to increase
Louisville's lead to four.
Clemson committed two
more errors, one by Jordan
Greene (3B) and one by
Chris Williams (lB).
Sunday was Clemson's

best performance against
the Cardinals even though
they still came up short.
Alex Eubanks and Pat
Krall evenly split pitching
duties, each of them going
4.1 innings. Both gave up
seven hits, but Eubanks
surrendered six runs (four
earned) while Krall gave up
three runs (two earned).
Krall has had four straight
appearances which may
have had an effect on his
most . recent appearances.
His earned run average
(ERA) is still under one
with more than 42 innings
pitched, but it has risen

more than 30 points over his
last three games.
The
defense
was
committing
atrocious,
five more errors to bring
the season total to 56. Eli
White continues to lead
the team after making two
more mistakes on Sunday,
raising his total to 12 on the
year. In Renwick's limited
time at third base, he
has continued to struggle at
the hot corner as he made
yet another error which
resulted in an unearned run
later in the inning.
Clemson struck first
in the hitting department

putting up a quick three
runs in the first inning off of
two hits and an error. They
continued to put up runs
in the fifth, seventh and
eighth innings, but the
Cardinals kept hammering
out hits to stay in the
game. Eventually, the Tigers
just couldn't keep up.
A ground-rule double ended
the game with two outs in
the ninth.
The Clemson Tigers
will look to rebound during
a 13 game homestand
as they start on Tuesday
against the Georgia Bulldogs
at 6:30 p.m.
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Big Al is the official mascot for the University of Alabama. Al made his debut in 1980.

WEIRD MASCOTS
•

in

COLLEGE SPORTS
Allison Daniel
Sports Editor
The
most
infamous
mascot mystery in the world
of college sports is that of the
Alabama Crimson Tide. While
the nickname itself is enough
to raise a few eyebrows, the
fact that an elephant parades
up and down the sidelines of
Alabama sporting events is
even more surprising.
Apparently,
the idea
originated in 1930 after
Alabama played Ole Miss in
football. A sportswriter wrote
in his article recapping the
game that an anonymous fan
yelled out, "Hold your horses,
the elephants are coming," in

reference to Alabama taking
the field. The nickname stuck
throughout that season, when
Alabama won a national
championship and for seasons
to come.
In the 1960s, Melford
Espey, Jr., a then-student
at the university, wore an
elephant head to portray the
mascot. Later, Espey became
a university administrator and
when the students asked for the
costumed mascot to be brought
back, Head Coach Paul Bryant
asked him to make it happen.
The idea of "Big Al" came
from a student named Walt
Tart. He and Ann Paige, chair
ofthe homecoming committee,
were trying to think of new

ideas for the homecoming
parade. Tart felt that Alabama
should have a mascot like other
schools did and reached out
to the University of Kentucky
to learn more about their
mascot costume. He learned
that Disney was actually
responsible for the design of
several college mascots. Tart
and Paige contacted Disney
to see how much It would
cost to design and create the
elephant costume.
Since the money for the
costume would have to come
from the athletic department,
Tart and Paige set up a meeting
with Bryant, who was not only
the football coach but the
athletic director.

Freshman football players Judah and J.D. Davis sit on the stairs outside of Sikes Hall. The
brothers showed up to support the protest on Thursday afternoon .

The two students had
prepared a presentation for
the meeting and reminded
one another to remain
professional and not ask for
his autograph. During the
meeting, the coach joked
about the mess an elephant
on the field would make
before being assured they were
speaking about a costume, not
an actual elephant. Of course,
the coach knew all along and
was just having fun. Bryant
also said he felt elephants
were smart but a little slow.
However, the meeting went
well enough for Tart and Paige
to be awarded the funds for
the costume.
However, on the way
out, Paige caved and asked
Bryant for his aurograph and
Tart quickly followed her lead.
They walked out of the office
with the money they wanted
and the coach's autograph.
"Big Al" officially debuted
in 1980 at the Sugar Bowl when

Alabama played Arkansas.
Hugh Dye, a student, wore the
costume that game before Kent
Howard and Maury Smith
rook over for the 1980 season.
As for the name "Big Al,"
it was decided on by a student
vote. ·At the rime, there was
a popular DJ who worked a
lot of events for the football

players named Al Brown. A
campaign was started to name
the mascot after him, and it
succeeded with Brown's name
living on in the Crimson
Tide mascot.
In Big Al's first year as
the official mascot, Bryant
earned his 300th career win
against Kentucky.
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'UNDEC OED' SEEKS TO MAKE
ON UN VERS TY CAMPUSES
Saavon Smalls

Associate Editor

To say that the media underrepresents
minorities would be an understatement.
While there are shows like "How to Get Away
with Murder" and "Blackish" that feature
predominantly black casts, the silver screen is
still very white. One Clemson alumnus wants
to change that.
Enter "Undecided."
"Undecided" is a YouTube web
series that tells the story of three black
students attending the fictional PWI
(predominantly
white
institution)
Southern State University (SSU). Students
Cameron
and
Alexis
juggle
Zuri,
their college dreams, their struggles
and their identities.
The former Tiger who created the series,
Whitney Anderson, wanted to display her
experience as a black woman at Clemson.
" ... my partner Shandrea [Evans] and I were
reminiscing over our college experiences,"
she said. "We talked about what it meant
to attend a PWI in the south and began to
share different stories. We realized that we
had some similarities as well as differences
of course which made us wonder why no
one had made a show about these kinds
of things, our experiences. We decided
that we would make the show ourselves
instead of waiting for someone else to
do it . . . We wanted to fill a void with
this series."
With that, "Undecided" became a reality.
Filming for two days in Atlanta, Anderson
and Evans made the series's trailer.
The starring cast includes Evans, the
co-creator . and producer, starring as Zuri.
Described as "most likely to succeed," Zuri is
an accounting major at SSU who is struggling
to put herself through college. Cameron,
played by Greenville up-and-coming acror
Micah J. Oliver, is a self-described "class

clown" with intentions of going to med
school. Diamond Mitchell portrays Alexis, a
dependable girls who is unsure of what her
path is.
Anderson has big goals for her and
Evans' project. "As this series is told
through the lens of three African-American
students I hope to reach other people
of color
(POC)
that
know
first
hand what it means to attend a PWI
in the south," she said.
But reaching POC isn't her only
desire. Anderson said, "I hope that this
series will touch everyone from high
school seniors to current college students
and those out of college. Future college
students will get a glimpse into college life,
current college students should see some
of their experiences reflected and college
grads will get an opportunity to reminisce
over college days."
At Clemson, one example of a PWI,
black students accounted for around six
percent of the students in the 2014-15
academic year. And as the #SikesSitln, a
direct result of the racist vandalism and
other
instances
continues,
continues,
Anderson hopes that the series will help
facilitate change.
"As a Clemson alum it is extremely
disappointing to see that hurtful acts such as
these are continuing," she said. "Personally,
this is one of the motivating factors behind
why the "Undecided" series is so important
to me. These are real problems facing black
students at PWis and through the series we
will show an unfiltered representation of
what it means to deal with these types of
issues. Making real changes should be of
paramount importance to the university and
I'm proud of how the students have
come togeth er."
Updates can be found by following
@undecidedseries on Twitter or by going
to undecidedseries.com. There will be a
crowdfunding effort in the future.

Photo courtesy of Whitney Anderso

Clemson alumnus Whitney Anderson created "Undecided" after her experience on campus.

Get your paws on some grub
Check out Paw's Dinerfor som,e good southern cooking
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Asst. TimeOut Editor

Southerners
know
that you don't cook meals;
you fix 'em.
Paw's Diner in Clemson has
been fixing breakfast, lunch
and supper how it should
country-style cooking.
Momma has always told me
southern cooking makes you
good-looking, so maybe that's
why I eat a lot of country
cooking from this diner.
From breakfast at 6
a.m. to supper at 9 p.m.,
you cannot go wrong with
stopping in at Paw's.
Try a breakfast plate
for $4.25. It comes with
sausage or bacon with grits
and toast or a biscuit. Also,
in the morning you can get
gravy biscuits. Mind your
own biscuits, and life will be
gravy, darlings.
For lunch and supper,
my favorite thing to get is
the meat and three sides for
$6.25. I always get chicken
fingers with macaroni and
cheese, mashed potatoes

with gravy and fried okra.
It also includes a biscuit
or cornbread. Where I
am from, it's not lunch or
supper unless you have bread
sopping up rhe leftovers
on your plate. However, if
you're not a chicken fingers
type of person like I am, then
they have seafood and steak
as well for very reasonable
prices. You can eat at Paw's
on a McDonald's budget.
Their
macaroni
and cheese puts me in
hog heaven because it is
licking-the-plate good. The
portions of food are enough
to feed me and another
person, but sorry, I'm not
going to share.
Personally, 1t s hard
being away from Grandma's
cooking.
I
miss
my
grandma's rice and gravy
and fried okra, but life gets
a little easier when I can go
to Paw's Diner for a
good home-cooked meal.
Grandma may not be
standing in the kitchen
threatening to hit us with
the frying pan if we don't
stop nibbling on the fried

chicken, but Paw's Diner is
a pretty close second choice.
The service is always
friendly, and it doesn't hurt
that you can eat and leave
a nice tip to your friendly
waitress for all under $10.00.
It's like getting away from
the hustle and bustle of town
to go sit in a little diner that
feels like home.
If you need a good
meal, whether breakfast,
lunch or supper during the
crazy week of finals, then
head on over to Paw's Diner.
Also, with it being time to
move out and as parents
come to help, you can
take them to Paw's. This
diner has a great family
atmosphere,
and
your
parents and little siblings will
thank you for introducing
them to a great spot to eat
the next time they're in
town. You won't regret it,
and they will be forever
thankful
to
you.
However, I'm going to
warn you not to take
all
of
the
macaroni
and cheese; leave some
for me, please!
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Visit Paw's Diner from 6 a.m.
through 9 p.m. Monday
through Sunday!
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FOUR UNKNOWN FAST FOOD ITEMS YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD OF
James Kidd
TimeOut Editor

The end of the semester is coming up,
which also signals the end of most people's
healthy appetites, provided that they hadn't
already given up once entering college yup, the restless nights of studying involving
nothing besides ramen, coffee and TONS
of fast food. However, if you're like me, you
can only hit Moe's so many times, and it is
more than time for a shakeup in your fast
food lifestyle. Even then, if you happen to be
more adventurous in your unhealthy eating
habits there are only so many choices on
the menu.
That is, unless you know about the
various "secret" menus at select fast food
joints. While sounding ridiculous, the
items on these lists are very much real,
often created by employees and customers,
later discovered by word of mouth.
While some may take some work on your
part, here are the best unknown food
variations that you should give a try!

Pie McFlurry, McDonalds
Admittedly, McDonalds is essentially

the worst thing you could do to yourself
if you were going out to eat, but that
doesn't stop their McFlurry from being so
freaking good! If mere M&M's and Oreo
bits aren't good enough for you, try out a
Pie McFlurry. One of McDonald's most
popular secret options, the name essentially
states it all, as you get equal parts milkshake
and whatever pie flavor of your choosing for
about $2.69. All you have to do is order a
McFl urry, and ask the employee if they can
add in a pie into the blender, and you'll be
good to go! If their pie blending machine
seems to be "broken" along with most of
their other appliances, it isn't too hard
to crumble the pie bits into your shake
afterwards either. Chick-fil-A also offers
a similar option with their blueberry
cheesecake milkshake as well.

Quesarito, Chipotle
The holy grail of secret items at
Chipotle, you will end up more than full
once you order a Quesarito. Combining you guessed it - a quesadilla and a burrito,
the Quesarito is like any other burrito, but
with an entire quesadilla as a shell instead
of your average single tortilla. Keep note

that due to consisting of a meal wrapped
around another even bigger meal, this
thing is gigantic, as well as insanely fllling.
The process is also fairly simple due to the
meal's popularity, with you only mentioning
that you want one while they are preparing
it. While Chipotle itself is okay with
anyone ordering this option, they recently
enacted a new company policy that
makes the Quesarito an additional
$3.50 to the cost of the burrito, so don't
go in expecting to pull one over on an
unsuspecting employee.

The Hulk, Taco Bell
Love guacamole? Like, REALLY love
guacamole? Then, boy, does Taco Bell have
the meal for you! Titled "The Hulk" due
to its massive size and green color, this
particular item essentially has a ton of guac
thrown in with the normal bean and cheese
burrito. Some employees might interpret this
as merely putting a little extra guacamole
into the dish though, so you'll probably have
to keep urging them on to add more and
more until you feel satisfied or have grown
tired
of
the
awkward
looks
everyone in line is giving you. The price

varies by location, but it is certainly worth it
to indulge in the extra flavor brought in by
the guacamole.

Liquid Cocaine, Starbucks
Big papers
tend
to
gang
up
on everyone at
the
end
of the
semester, so all-nighters tend to become
second
nature.
Coffee
and
energy
drinks can help you fight insomnia
throughour your 24+ hour stint,
but they can only do so much in
the end. Enter Liquid Cocaine. This
drink at Starbucks has earned its name
for a reason,
that being that it
contains a whopping four shots of
espresso topped with four pumps of
white chocolate syrup over ice. This drink
isn't for the· faint of heart, and is quite
strong, even compared to other coffees.
While most employees might not recognize
the name, if you give them the ingredients
they can probably take it from there, with
pricing depending on the size. If you
are only wanting a small taste test, or ifyou want
as much Liquid Cocaine as possible, make sure to
check out Starbuck's secret sizes, the "small
drink" {8oz) and the "Trenta" (31 oz).

DISCOYIER YOUR TRUE ENIERGY
See how chakras can improve your daily life
Valerie Smith
Senior StajfWriter

For those familiar with eastern
medicine and natural healing remedies, the
concept of chakras is nothing new. But,
since we are in the U.S., where there is no
American or International Association of
Chakra Healers, chakras may seem like an
abstract idea.
What are chakras? Well, the word
chakra means wheel or disk in Sanskrit,
as it resembles an invisible center of
spinning energy. That being said, chakras
do not have a physical form. As for an
introduction to chakras, I will acquaint
you with the seven chakras in the
human body.
The first chakra, known as the base
chakra, is located at the tailbone. Its
energy is controlled by the amount of
love and affection you received as a child.
If this chakra is strong, you will feel
grounded and healthy within your body.
You will also be skilled at managing
practical affairs.
The second chakra is located
below the navel. It surrounds sexuality,
sociability,
friendliness
and
desire
on a broad spectrum. When healthy,
this chakra fuels your motivation and
desire to achieve personal goals. I don't
know about you, but I could definitely
use more motivation to get through
finals week.
The third chakra is located above
the navel at the solar plexus. All of
your
digestive
organs,
except for
the large intestine, are located here.
This chakra relates to self-esteem and self-

worth. Ever have that weird gut feeling?
This is the center of your intuition.
The heart chakra is the fourth
chakra in your body. And, you guessed
it! This chakra governs your ability to
give and receive unconditional love. To
keep this chakra healthy, you must keep
your heart open - even to loss, pain
and anger. If you build walls around
yourself, you are technically closing up this
chakra's energy.
The
fifth
chakra,
otherwise
known
as
the
throat
chakra, is at the base of the neck. College
of Architecture Arts and Humanities
students and professors, this is your center
of communication and creativity. Writing,
speech and teaching are associated with
this chakra.
Now for the third eye chakra - the
sixth chakra! To quote Amy Rost's book,
"Natural Healing Wisdom & Know
How," this chakra is "about your openness
to metaphysical knowledge. It relates to
your higher intuition, from which all
things are known." What does that even
mean? In summary, this chakra keeps
you balanced as a whole. You are not
afraid of death or attached to physical
materials. It is a very spiritual chakra and
located in the center of the forehead.
And
last
bur
not
least,
the seventh chakra: the crown chakra
located at the top of your head. When
entering the seventh chakra, the person you
used to be dies and you are transformed into
someone new. There is no existence of ego,
and it serves as a connection to our
higher selves. It is the divine energy that
creates everything in the universe.

There are a total ofseven chakras located at various points on your body that store energy.
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CROSSWORD

I

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

~

AQUARIUS

14

Across

.,,,,

1- Office fillin;
5- As _resort;
10- Cookbook arnts.;
14- Controversial orchard spray;
15- Tubular pasta;
16-Yours, in Tours;
17- Unerring;
19- Hollow grass;
20- Plant swellings;
21- Maire hostile;
23- Withstands;
25-Sensational;
26-Data;
28- Fit badly;
31- Dole (out);
34-Bandleader Puente;
36-Pursue;
37- Old English letter;
38- Singer Etheridge;
40- Camera type, briefly;
41- Simmons rival;
43- Harper's Bai.aar illustrator;
44-Thing;
45- Tips off,
47- Big rigs;
49 - _ evil...;
51- Snappy comebacks;
55- One of the two schools of
Buddhism;
58- Low bow;_
59- Yes, there ts_[;
60- Capable ofbeing penetrated;
62- Invalid;
63- Architectural piers;
64- Follow;

-

~'111 ,1.

6

17

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

19

20

, , , , PISCES

23

~ (~ :

; Feb. 20 - March 20

,..MARIES
37

"

March21-April20

~..~TAURUS

45
53
55

56

58

S4

f.(.11
,.

0

il
~

5 6

1

8
3

4

~

"'m

61

60

59

~

62

63

8'I

"f'/~~,,~iuJ May21-June21

a
w
~

J\\

□

65

67

6S

a.

"n

.

is an automatic swipe right. I don't
like you, but I'll tolerate you to get
close to your dog.

65- "Smooth Operator"
singer; 66- It's human;
67- Coupd'_;

Down
1- Stun gun;
2- Evade;
3- Female horses;
4- Proposition;
5- Renegade;
6- Sign ofsummer;
7-Architectural pier;
8- Fishhook line;
9- Lack ofvariety;
10- Sully;

11- Unwavering;
12- Ovid, e.g.;
13- Pro or con;
18- Swift;
22- Writer Jong;
24- Subway turner;
27-Agitates;
29- _ of Man;
30- Division ofa school year;
31- City near Phoenix;
32- Pulirzerwinning
biographer Leon;
33- Entrance to a house;
35- Blender brand; ·
38- British buddy;

39- Academic session;
42- Foot lever;
44- Quarantine;
46- Be short with;
48- _Tass (Russian news
agency);
50- Bridge bid, briefly;
52- Moro='s capital;
53- Actress Shire;
54- Refine metal;
55- _ best friend;
56- Juan's water;
57- Get in a hand;
61- Organ of hearing;

When I send my mom pictures of
puppies, she thinks it's funny. No,
mother. That is a hint that I want a
puppy for Christmas.

I

fi

LEO

"'

r.,

July 23 - Aug. 23
'\..

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

3

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

2

8

SAGITTARIUS

rf~
"fa...~ CAPRICORN

5

4

"Dec.22-Jan.19

1

4

Instead of doing homework, I sit in
the library and look at dog memes.

I could never work anywhere where
there are service dogs because instead
of doing work, I would play with the
puppy.

Don't judge me: I go to the dog park
with other people's dogs because I
can't have my own.

Dogs are like the all-knowing jealous
person in a relationship. They know
when you petted the neighbor's dog,
and they hold grudges too.

Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto/ Asst. Timeout Editor

1

8

I wish you could make the perfect
breed of man like you can with dogs.
Labradoodles are perfect, so why
can't I find a man half as great?

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

~

6

"You're not a St. Bernard. Lose some
weight" --sarcastic words of the ever
so lovely Mark Hinds.

LIBRA

Oct. 24- Nov. 21

9

Dogs are cuter than boys, so why
would I want to go on a date with
you when I can sit at home with
my dog?

3

2

7

Always wishing someone will buy
me a puppy, and I secretly hate all
of the high school girls who get a
puppy as a prom proposal.

□

1

3

I'm the kind of person who will
ignore everyone at the party to play
with the dog. My boyfriend is the
type who will sit in the corner and
talk to the cat.

If you have a dog on Tinder, then it

fHoEMINI

~

1

7

I didn't realize you were a Scottish
terrier. Shave the mustache because
it's cute on the dog, and sadly not
you.

a.

3

4

April 21 - May 20

SCORPIO

7

Hey, Dog Edition

41

K II

9

6

2

HOROSCOPES:

7

Cookit1g Jroke: Pita Pizza
NfS
• 1 whole wheat pita
• 2/3 cup marinara sauce
• 1 ounce cheddar, sliced or
diced
• 2 ounces mozzarella, in
•
pieces

INSfRUCflONS
1.Preheat the oven to 400
degrees.
2.Spread a layer of marinara
sauce on the pita. Then
evenly lay down the cheese.
3.Bake for 7 minutes, or until
the cheese is all melted.
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